
Re-Line and Re-Align
New Life for Old Washer Vats

Re-lining a washer vat is an excellent 
first step in maintaining the condition 
of your equipment. It is also the perfect 
time to inspect vat wall inserts and 
packing panels, thus assuring that the 
vat is returned to optimal working con-
dition.

Keep in mind that excessive wear at the 
insert of the main vat can weaken the 
support structure for the gearcase.  The 
implications for failure and misalignment 
in your washing system are  serious and 
potentially damaging to the drum itself.

Triosim Packing Panels and Vat Inserts 
offer a broad range of options and 
materials to assure your retrofitted
components will perform to your 
expectations. 

Packing Panels and Vat Wall Inserts 
supplied by Triosim are custom designed 
to accommodate your existing equipment 
as well as your particular operating
environment. 

A range of fabrication materials are 
available, as well as material combina-
tions that optimize cost savings.   For 
example, we can provide components 
with cost-effective metallurgy at the 
non-wetted areas, as well as FRP-lined 
Inserts and Packing Panels fabrication.

For Repulper Vats
Triosim also supplies packing panels 
and inserts for use in Repulper Vats.  
We’ve included a special design feature 
that will allow the packing panel to be 
replaced without disassembly of the 
entire repulper screw and drive, saving 
you time and maintenance dollars.

Another option is an insert that allows for 
removal and installation of the repulper 
screw without removal of the washer 
hood.

Triosim Services
Call on us if you would like to discuss
options for inspecting, re-lining, or
refurbishing your vat and peripherals.  
We can help you with every step of your 
project.
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Triosim offers conventional packing 
panels, as shown, as well as panels 
designed for use with Journal Seal 
Assemblies.  Journal Seals elminate the 
need for the Packing Gland and the 
Follower, providing substantial cost 
savings and significant
performance benefits.

Custom designed to fit vat
and peripherals

Dual metallurgy options
available to save cost

FRP Packing Panels and FRP 
lined Inserts are available.

May be supplied with
special component for
speedy installation on tile
vats or FRP lined vats

Vat Wall Inserts for repulper
vats designed for easy
maintenance

Fit & workmanship are
guaranteed by Triosim 

Journal Seal Panels provide 
substantial cost savings and 
performance benefits


